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In today’s context where many countries have debt overload, increasing government spending are a shared concern among western nations. Health care expenditure is a major portion of government budgets. According to the OECD (2016), health spending per inhabitant has doubled in the past 15 years, increasing from 1803 US$/per capita in 2000 to 3453 US$/per capita in 2015. As a result, special attention is given to the organization of health care and changes are made at both the structural and functional levels in order to improve the performance of the health care system.

Project management is presented as an approach that allows the implementation of strategic changes within organizations (Turner, 2009). It is also presented as a way of improving organizational performance (Crawford and Helm, 2009). Although project management appears to be the ideal approach to meet the challenge of operational improvement in order to bring about a better performance of health care systems (Shirley, 2011, Lavoie-Tremblay et al., 2012, Aubry et al., 2014), only Quebec, among all the OECD members, has made the “project” the tactical lever of its health care system.

In view of the increasingly greater space being given to projects and their management in health organizations and in the networks they form, what does the discipline of Project Management (a discipline that sees itself as being oriented to practitioners) have to offer to practitioners in the health sector? In order to answer that question, we have undertaken a review of scientific literature dealing with project management and health. Consequently, this paper This paper is not a comparative analysis of Quebec’s health systems vis-à-vis the rest of the world’s. Nor is it a theoretical analysis of project management and strategic health systems management. This paper is of interest to practitioners who must manage their health services and social services on a by-project basis because their organization has turned onto the project path. So, what does the discipline of Project Management (a discipline that sees itself as being oriented to practitioners) have to offer to practitioners in the health sector?

Results of the literature review indicate that the information technology project management in health sector is the favorite topic of researchers. Furthermore, very little of the research on health sector project management is published in the project management discipline’s journals and, on the other hand, a minority of the articles reviewed make reference to the works that are published in these PM Journals. Although the present article review focuses only on articles with the key words “Health” and “Project Management”, we can conclude that if project management wishes to become a discipline associated with health, it must promote the initiation of research that clearly identifies the real issues involved in a project and its management, in relation to the primary mission of health care systems: care, health services and social services.

This paper presents the importance given to project management in the health sector and the theme of health in project management. It demonstrates the lack of emphasis on project management as a lever for health care, health services and social services which is the primary mission of healthcare systems and its practitioners.
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Projects as an effective lever in the Mission of Health Care and Health Services: The Case of Quebec

In Canada, the health care system is under provincial jurisdiction. Basically, it is a public health system that depends upon collaboration with the private sector (e.g. pharmacies, dentists, etc.) In Quebec, health and social services come under the authority of a single ministry. The Ministry of Health and Social Services (MSSS) defines the broad objectives that health and social services in Quebec must attain, and consequently, it establishes the organization and governance of the system, develops provincial policies and priority programs/services for Quebec, and ensures their delivery in the various administrative regions.

In 2004, the administrative regions were divided into territories on which new health establishments, Centres de Santé et de Services Sociaux (CSSS) (Health and Social Services Centres) were established. The CSSS are responsible for improving and maintaining the health and well-being of the people in the territory they serve, a task they must perform in collaboration with their local partners (medical clinics, community pharmacies, community organizations, etc.). Given this responsibility, the Ministry of Health and Social Services (MSSS) gave each Health and Social Services Centre (CSSS) the task of operationalizing its tactical initiative – the Clinical Project – on each territory.

The Clinical Project, which seeks to improve the access, continuity and quality of the health care and services delivered to the people of Quebec, consists of two components: one being organizational and the other clinical. The organizational component is made up of a collection of services designed to meet the health and social services needs of the general population. The organizational component uses as its terms of reference the nine priority programs/services of the Quebec MSSS. Two of these programs/services correspond to the needs of the general population, namely, public health, and general services/clinical and aid activities. The seven other programs are addressed to clients who are vulnerable or facing particular problems: loss of independence linked to old age, physical deficiencies, intellectual deficiencies and invasive developmental problems, youth in difficulties, addiction, mental health and physical health (MSSS, 2004). The clinical component, for its part, deals with concrete modalities for delivery of care and services in a manner that best meets the health and wellness needs specific to the inhabitants of each territory in Quebec.

In a few words, we can say that the Clinical Project consists on the one hand (organizational component), in determining the situation in a region in light of the objectives established by the nine priority programs/services of the MSSS, and at the same time in defining the need for health services. For example, following a diagnostic analysis on its territory, a Health and Social Services Centre determines that mental health problems are particularly acute among vulnerable, elderly persons in the territory. On the other hand (clinical component) the Clinical Project consists of conceiving and implementing concrete solutions and evaluating their effect in terms of the remedial actions brought to the situation. To follow-up on the example given, a Health and Social Services Centre well develop a Clinical Project, with the help of its local partners and psychological services (within the hospital centre, on an outpatient basis, etc.), that deals particularly with vulnerable and elderly persons with mental health problems.

Underlying the organizational and clinical components is an approach that closely resembles the classic project management process: feasibility, conception, implementation and evaluation (PMI, 2013). It is therefore not surprising that the Quebec Ministry of Health and Social Services (MSSS, 2004) would promote project management as the management approach for clinical projects. Indeed, this position on the part of the ministry is consistent with the actions of the ministry in an area other than that of clinical projects, and which consist of setting up in its establishments a project and performance offices. The organization and functioning of the project offices in Quebec health establishments have in fact been dealt with in different works (e.g., Aubry et al., 2011, Lavoie-Tremblay et al., 2012, Aubry et al., 2014).

In research designed to take stock of clinical projects from 2008 to 2012 inclusively, Afzal and Gauthier (2014) noted that in Quebec health establishments (CSSS) few projects and performance offices were set up to benefit clinical

---

1Is the clinical project a project or is it not? We will not debate that question here. Especially since, according to the ontological, nominalist and virtualist viewpoints (Gauthier & Ika 2012), a project is anything that is designated as such or on which such a discourse as such is held. Thus the “clinical project” is called a project and Project Management is called upon to manage it.
project management. These results are astounding, given that the success of clinical projects (better access to, and continuity and quality of, health care and services) is a precondition for the general performance of the Quebec health care system (an improvement in the supply of health care and services). Is it possible that knowledge about the management of health care and services projects could be insufficient, and that at the same time limits the extent to which the project offices can contribute to the running of projects such as the clinical project?

Since April 2017, an extensive undertaking has been reforming the organization by project and by project office within the Quebec Health System. In fact, the proposed change brings forth to nine priorities/programs (e.g. access to first-line services; access to specialized services, etc.). These priorities/programs head up a diversity of projects whose various management stages are channeled under a new direction, namely, that of quality, evaluation, performance and ethics. Even though the organizational methods in each project may change, the question still remains: is there sufficient knowledge on the management of health care and health services projects to ensure their success?

In order to identify state-of-the-art knowledge on projects and their management in the health sector, we have done a systematic review of the Peer-Reviewed Literature. This initiative had four objectives: (1) to determine the number of scientific articles published on projects (and their management) in the health sector, (2) to identify the major topics covered by this literature, (3) to sketch a portrait of the variations over time in the number of published articles dealing with the identified topics, and finally, (4) to examine to what extent the contents of the three leading project management journals (Project Management Journal; International Journal of Project Management; International Journal of Managing Project in Business) served as a reference to the scientific articles collected in ABI/INFORM dealing with projects in the realm of health.

Research Methods

Our systematic literature review takes its inspiration from the approach described by Ridley (2012). For the purposes of the present article, and beginning with the tabulation produced by ABI/INFORM, we established the profile of the various types of knowledge produced in the health projects. We chose to concentrate on this data base, because according to many authors (see among others, Ika, 2009, Crawford et al., 2006, Müller and Jugdev, 2012) ABI/INFORM is a major bibliographical resource on project management. ABI/INFORM, which was launched in the 1970s, is the most complete currently available data base on management. ABI/INFORM Global brings together more than 3 000 international and North American journals, including three leading journals on project management: Project Management Journal, International Journal of Project Management, International Journal of Managing Projects in Business. The words “health” and “project management” were used as subject headings in order to find peer-reviewed academic articles dealing with projects and their management in the health sector. Articles whose subject heading was “occupational health and safety” were subtracted from the results. In all, research into the ABI/INFORM Global data base allowed us to identify eighty-six (94) peer reviewed articles concerning project management in the health sector. These articles were published between 1979 and May 2017 inclusively.

Of these 94 articles, thirteen (13) were set aside: Anderson (2004), Ahmad et al. (2011), Thielst (2007), Chiocchio et al. (2010), Jaafari (2007), Jacobsen (2008), Junior Water Prize Generates 2 Award-Winning projects (2011), Guinan et al., (2013), Peter et al., (2013), Mok, Han and Choi (2014), Raisinghani (2014), Harris et al. (2013), Liu and Deng (2015). These articles do not explicitly deal with projects and their management in the health sector. They focus on the range of business sectors (health being one of these sectors). They describe a prize awarded at recognition ceremonies for innovative projects. They deal with the issue of mental illness in organizations using projects, compared to the more classic organizations where book reviews and interviews with a CEO are still used. At the end of this exercise a total of eighty-one (81) articles were tabulated of which the vast majority (91%; 74/81) were published between 2000 and May 2017. In the following section, we bring out the major topics grouping the 81 articles examined, the whole of which gives an account of the evolution of publications on these themes between 1979 and May 2017.
Project Management and Health: Major Topics

As a follow-up to the analysis of key words, we determined five major topics covered by the 81 articles examined: (1) Project Management (PM) and Clinical Care, Public Health Services and Social Services, (2) PM and Information Technologies, (3) PM and Health Administration, (4) PM as a Management Lever in the Health Sector, and, (5) PM and Construction. In the following sections, we will conduct a review of each of the five topics, beginning with the one that is at the very heart of the health system’s mission: clinical care, public health services and social services.

PM and Clinical Care, Public Health Services and Social Services

We mentioned above that the organizational component of projects in Quebec’s health system should be anchored to the nine priorities programs/services of the Quebec Ministry of Health and Social Services. The main focus of these nine priority programs/services is clinical care, public health services and social services. While there remain, around this health care and these health services, many challenges are to be met (Mintzberg, 2012), only 17% (14/81) of the articles examined deal with the management projects in clinical care, in public health services or in social services (see Figure 1). Figure 2 emphasizes the fact that the topic of clinical care, public health services and social services has long been neglected by authors. It is only beginning in 2004 that we can register a greater number of articles on this topic. Notwithstanding this increase, management of projects in clinical care, public health services and social services does not succeed in making the top of the list.
By way of illustration, management of projects/programs in care or clinical services gets particular attention from Sanders (2002). He explains and describes how an endovascular surgery program was developed and implemented in a community hospital. The success of this program was the result of consultations with and involvement of all stakeholders in the project. According to Sanders (2002), with this new program, the hospital reduced the time for medical treatment, which allowed for major savings.

The management of public health and social services projects is also dealt with by various authors. For example, Abel and Cumming (1993) detail the evolution and implementation of a project for Homeless Male Alcoholics and Other Drug Abusers. The factors that favour implementation of an addiction project have also attracted the attention of MacLean et al. (2012). For their part, Claeyé and Jackson (2011) report the findings of a study on the possible gap in global inputs into the fight against HIV/AIDS and TB co-infection, and outputs in terms of results achieved. The research focus not only on the effectiveness of the managements of programs and projects, but rather the inappropriateness resulting from the lack of addressing cross-cultural issues. On the other hand, those projects dealing with the production of and access to “healthy” water and milk have also been analysed (see Lamichhane and Mangyo, 2011, Agenbag and Luces, 2009, Kiwanuka et al., 2015).

Finally, on the one hand, management of health care and services projects is examined in the context of the community, and on the other hand, at the national level. Here are two examples. Tareen and Omar (1997) focus on the importance that community entry can have in the success of a health partnership and project in Pakistan. This is accomplished with the help of project management tools, but also thanks to the participative work of the community; it is necessary for the community to act and work together to guarantee the success of the project. Ramani and Mavalankar (2009), for their part, present tools and framework to assess the management capacity to run and manage a health program/project, state- or nation-wide in India. A complete list of the articles examined, dealing with the management of projects in clinical care, public health services or social services is set out in Table 1.

PM and Information Technologies (IT)

The topic of IT project management in the realm of health is especially well represented. More than a third of the articles examined (34%) are dedicated to this topic (see Figure 1 and Table 1 for the list of articles examined). These results are at least partially explained by the fact that ITs have become inevitable tools in the performance of health system in the Western countries (Trudel et al., 2012). Besides, different researchers promote IT investment in the health sector. Paavola (2007) or Lin and Umoh (2002) maintain that, in order to reduce costs or to make the health sector more efficient, computerization and IT projects in the realm of health are assets beyond price in the medium- and long-term. Guah (2008) demonstrates for example that IT projects are more likely to succeed when they involve major monetary returns. Still according to Guah (2008), such projects call for long-term investment if the expected monetary gain is to be realized.

Given the investments made, it is expected that IT health projects will deliver the excepted results. This is why certain authors (e.g. de Fickenscher and Bakerman, 2011, Liu and Lin, 2016, Helfert, 2009, Thielst, 2007, Hougham, 1996) propose the creation of a framework, a guideline or an analysis focusing on the determinants of success in the management, implementation and governance of IT projects.

On the other hand, still on the subject of health systems performance (the efficiency of health care services and the reduction in their associated costs), projects for the computerization of patient data are given special weight. For example, Lee (2010), Frohlich et al. (2007), Miller and Miller (2007) and Carr and Dimitrakakis (2003) focus on the advantages of computerizing all patient data in order to reduce medical errors, and to have access to information at all times, by any doctor, no matter in what locality or at what time, which would make the health care system more efficient and effective. Notably, this computerization would avoid the need for complementary visits and tests.

Although the majority of articles examined deal with information technologies, the popularity of this topic has declined from 2004 to 2009. Since 2009, the number of articles examining the topic of PM and information technology has remained relatively stable. However, during the same period (2009-May 2017) the number of publications examined with ABI/INFORM dealing with PM and
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Bibliography</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Project Management (PM) and Clinical Care, Public Health Services and Social Services</td>
<td>Abel and Cummings (1993); Agenbag and Lues (2009); Bell and Christina (2006); Claeyé (2011); Kiwanuka et al. (2015); Lamichhane and Mangyo (2011); Larrison (2003); Lavoie-Tremblay et al. (2012); MacLean et al. (2012); Patterson et al. (2017); Ramani and Mavalankar (2009); Sanders (2002); Tareen and Omar (1997); Veitch et al. (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. PM and Information Technologies</td>
<td>Adler (2007); Bandara et al. (2017); Barlow et al. (2006); Brauer (2008); Carr and Dimittrakakis (2003); Fickenscher and Bakerman (2011); Fraser (2003); Frohlich et al. (2007); Gogan et al. (2016); Guah (2008); Helfert (2009); Hougham (1996); Hutton and West (2001); Kjaer and Madsen (1997); Kropf and Scalzi (2008); Lee (2010); Lee and Hirshfield (2006); Lin and Umoh (2002); Liu and Lin (2016); Miller and Miller (2007); Paavola (2007); Riva and Gramatica (2003); Spaulding et al. (2014); Sweeting (2002); Thielst (2007); Trudel et al. (2012); Weitzel and Andrews (1988); Yendt et al. (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. PM and Health Administration</td>
<td>Allgar et al. (2001); Aubry et al. (2014); Buelow et al. (2010); Côté and Daugherty (2000); De Vries (2011); Dey et al. (2006); Geelen-Baass and Johnstone (2008); Gulliver et al. (2013); Hayes (2000); Harrison et al. (2016); Peters et al. (2013); Priest et al. (2016); Robinson and Lefort (2000); Ruscitti et al. (2000); Thor et al. (2004); Whitehead (2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. PM as a Management Lever in the Health Sector</td>
<td>Chiocchio et al. (2015); Datsenko and Schenk (2013); Geyer and Altman (2016); Gray (2005); Hartmann (2013); Hernandez et al. (2011); Ibrahim (2009); Pinto and Pinto (1990); Ryan (1979); Stanley and Malone (2016); Vega-Gonzalez et al. (2012); Yeow and Edler (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. PM and Construction</td>
<td>Barlow and Koberle-Gaiser (2008); Bowerman (2006); Campobasso and Hosking (2004); Cardno (2008); Chandra et Loosemore (2011); Elf et al. (2012); Hegland and Kruger (2008); Hosking (2005); Hudson et al. (2015); Pauget and Wald (2013); Singhania and Sharma (2014)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and Health Administration, and PM and Construction has remained relatively stable (see Figure 2).

**PM and Health Administration**

The significance given to the notion of health administration varies from one author to another. For the purpose of the present article, we are inspired by the School of Public Health, Indiana University-Purdue University, Indianapolis (IUPUI). Thus, we have grouped together under the topic of Health Administration (or Healthcare Administration) all the publications linked “to leadership, management, and administration of hospitals, hospital networks, health care systems, and public health systems” (IUPUI).

After information technologies, Health Administration is the second most important topic (20 %: 16/81 - see Figure 1 - For the list of literatures examined see Table 1). This result is not unrelated to the fact that the tools and techniques used in project management (GANTT, Critical Path Method (CPM) and Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) and other project...
charters) have proven their worth in many enterprises and in the health care system. Among the collection of project charters available, the Tryon and Associates Project Charter is most particularly used by hospital departments and laboratories in the United States. charters) have proven their worth in many enterprises and in the health care system. Among the collection of project charters available, the Tryon and Associates Project Charter is most particularly used by hospital departments and laboratories in the United States. Hayes (2000) demonstrates how one must carry out the management of a project in hospital departments that use a project charter in order to draw maximum benefit from it and to increase the chances of its success: “This output begins to organize and document a project’s need and expected outcomes at the beginning of the project management process, and provides a foundation on which to base project decisions” (Hayes, 2000, p.22).

For their part, Buelow, Zuckweiller and Rosacker (2010) underline the far-reaching effects of project management tools. According to the authors, these tools allow for reductions in hospital operation costs while still attaining high standards of quality. For example, the acquisition of ISO 9000 (International Standard Organisation) quality certifications is an objective of one of the biggest pediatric hospitals in Italy: the Bambino Gesu. Ruscitti et al. (2000) report that projects from all the departments at Bambino Gesu (medical professionals, management techniques) are scrupulously examined in the light of project management practices and principles to ensure the quality of the service offered by medical staff to patients, in conformity with ISO 9000 certification. Still on the theme of quality, Priest et al. (2016) took an interest in prehealth volunteers as a solution to the expanding continuous quality improvement capacity in a medical intensive care unit.

Still on the subject of project management techniques and hospital management, Côté and Daugherthy (2000) describe how a small rural hospital benefitted from efficient use of project management tools. These tools helped administrators, controllers and account clerks to understand, to control and to improve hospital procedures regarding end-of-the-month reports. These reports are then used to better manage financial and operational resources of the hospital. In the course of their case studies, the authors have noted the observation, or indeed the evident fact, that project management can greatly improve a process while at the same time benefitting communications between all of the stakeholders.

Besides, and similarly to what the table sets out on the topic of PM and Clinical Care, Public Health Care and Social Services, stakeholders are to be found at the heart of research work dealing with the management of Health Administration projects. For example, De Vries (2011) analyses stakeholders during projects for restructuring or re-engineering of health services inventory systems. The success of projects of this size depends upon the dynamism of the relations and interactions between the different stakeholders. Consequently, adequate management of projects dealing with an inventory system in the health care system requires a complete integration of stakeholder interests in concordance with the objectives of the said projects (De Vries, 2011).

To this first example we add a second. Gulliver et al. (2013) focus upon and develop a framework for the management of client relations (the client being quite obviously a very important stakeholder in the health care system) associated with the practice of project management in order to facilitate the creation of values and characteristics in residential and long-term care centres. The authors clearly demonstrate that a set of values is not always applicable in all situations. This is why they propose a different framework (including 17 characteristics) which can be adjustable according to the situations and requirements for residential centres in the area of client relations management. This being said, the framework can be used in the planning stage of client relations management to evaluate which characteristics can render and deliver more values.

**Project Management as a Management Lever in the Health Sector**

A certain number of articles are difficult to classify under one or the other of the four preceding topics because they do not specifically deal with care, health services or social services, or else, even though they may deal with a hospital centre,
because they do not really dwell upon one aspect or another of hospital management. For this reason, in this fifth category we have collected, on the one hand, those articles which focus upon project management as a management procedure that should generally be given special weight in the health sector (see Chiocchio et al., 2015, Yeow and Edler, 2012, Hernandez, Aderton and Eidem, 2011) and on the other hand we have collected those works that consider the project management approach the cornerstone of success for projects in the health sector (e.g. : Datsenko and Schenk, 2013, Pinto and Pinto, 1990).

The collaboration of health sector professionals, or in other words the integration of practices, is a challenge that has been underlined for many years (see Shortell, 2000). Chiocchio (2015) focuses on this challenge by illustrating, among other things, that training workshops integrating project management and collaboration improved self-efficacy for project-specific task work and teamwork; increased goal clarity and coordination; and have significant impact on the functional performance of Healthcare projects. Yeow and Edler (2012), for their part, dwell upon the complex character of contractual processes in health care systems, and call for a “projectification”; in other words, transforming the entire process along the lines of a project. Upon this is based the relevance of contract management by borrowing from the project management principles.

Hernandez, Aderton and Eidem (2011), for their part, describe the major contributions that a manager brings to large projects undertaken in the health environment. The benefits of having a project manager, preferably accredited by the Project Management Institute (PMI) is not a negligible asset in guaranteeing the success of service, care and health projects. According to the authors, the project manager plays an essential role in the management or restructuring of a department, or of a medical clinic, since his expertise allows him to exercise appropriate (and tight) control over deadlines, costs and quality in keeping with established goals. In addition to possessing recognized knowledge in project management, the project manager must be recruited from outside the organization and the success of projects should be his only mandate: “As physician leaders are asked to lead large projects in health care, they discover how valuable project managers can be in organizing and bringing complex projects to successful completion on time and on budget” (Hernandez et al., 2011, p.62).

In the same line of thinking, Datsenko and Schenk (2013) demonstrate that interpersonal and relational abilities and characteristics (soft skills) are very important in project managers. The authors conclude that effective communication remains an essential ability to bring a project and project team to success. From their works based on contact with European and American project leaders, they have drawn the following conclusions: a good project leader in the realm of health care must necessarily possess a strong ability for effective communications. He must define clear and precise goals that will serve to guide initiatives. Finally, a good project leader must adopt a proactive work style.

Finally, Pinto and Pinto (1990) study communications as an essential factor for new project success. Although health services and health care are only instrumentally related to their research work, Pinto and Pinto (1990) underscore that communication is an integral part of the success of any new project in the health sector. Their research evaluates the relationship between two aspects of communications (formal and informal, as well as the reason for a communication) and the level of interfunctional cooperation achieved by a project team attached to health care and services programs in a hospital centre. The results of their research are not surprising, since teams with a high level of cooperation more efficiently succeed in their projects, compared to teams whose cooperation is weak in terms of making increased use of formal and informal communications methods. In other words, interfunctional cooperation is a success indicator for projects in general and particularly in the health sector (Chiocchio, 2015, Vega-González et al., 2012; Pinto and Pinto, 1990, Gauthier and St-Pierre, 2012).

About 10 articles (14%) were classified under the theme of project management as a management lever in the health sector (see Figure 1). The complete list of articles examined that deal with this fourth topic is set out in Table 1.

PM and Construction

The study of relations between different stakeholders is also found under the topic of management of construction projects in the health sector (the last most important topic – 11/81: 14% - see Figure 1.)
For example, Pauget and Wald (2013) took an interest in the complex case of a construction project for a new hospital in France. Given the size of the construction project, it rapidly became an organization in its own right with a temporary existence (since it is to disappear once the project is completed) and in which a good number of individuals employed by different organizations participate (for example the engineers from Y, the architects from X etc.). In such a context, the project team formed itself into a network of individuals and organizations from diverse horizons (in other words heterogeneous partners) who interact together. Among other things, Pauget and Wald (2013) dwelt on the concept of relational competence as one of the key components of success for the new hospital construction project in France. Relational competence refers to the capacity of project managers to coordinate relations between heterogeneous partners in a project team who are formed into a network. According to the authors, coordinating such relations requires a combination of three types of relational competencies: namely, the coordinator, the gatekeeper and the mediator/translator.

Keeping in mind this idea of the link between effectiveness or success of projects and stakeholders, we examined the works of Chandra and Loosemore (2011) who focus on the importance of processes whereby cultural knowledge is exchanged between the stakeholders and the members of a new hospital construction project. Dwelling more particularly on the project briefing process, the authors underline that during exchanges of cultural knowledge, links of mutual confidence are built up between members of the project and stakeholders. Starting from there, members of the project and stakeholders succeed in arriving at a common understanding of the characteristics of the project. Consequently, for Chandra and Loosemore (2011), the key to success in a new hospital construction project resides in the mutual confidence that results from the sharing of cultural knowledge.

Authors have more broadly been interested in key principles or key factors for the success of construction projects in the health sector, at the same time going beyond the sole considerations of the stakeholders. This is for example the case with Hosking (2005) but also with Campobasso and Hosking (2004). Hosking (2005) presents seven key principles of success in hospital construction projects designed to replace older hospitals whose infrastructures are aging or obsolete. Among these key principles, Hosking (2005) underlines the involvement and leadership of upper management as an asset that determines the success of such projects. To this Hosking (2005) adds: disposing of sufficient time for planning; breadth of vision; thinking of tomorrow’s needs; always trying to improve operational objectives; adequate decision-making; and community involvement.

As for Campobasso and Hosking (2004), to give a last example, they focus on two factors for success in a hospital construction program. The first success factor depends on the selection of team members, which must be precise and appropriate, in other words, that nothing be left to chance. The roles and responsibilities of the project manager, of the project executive and of consultants must be clearly established at the very beginning of the project. The second success factor concerns the adoption of a well-defined management process. One of the key elements on which it is important to capitalize is the principle under which one must have an excellent comprehension of the process of project management before passing from the conception to the implementation stage. In Table 1, we list all the authors examined whose works are organized around construction projects in the health sector.

Project Management Publications as a Reservoir of Knowledge on Projects and their Management in the Health Sector.

For a number of years, a growing number of journals have published state-of-the-art knowledge on projects and their management. *Project Management Journal* (PMJ), *International Journal of Project Management* (IJPM) and *International Journal of Managing Project in Business* (IJMPB) lead the list of the most important journals in project management. Since success in projects in the health sector involves mobilization of project management knowledge, (see the authors examined in Section “Project Management as a Management Lever in the Health Sector”), to what extent did the articles published in PMJ, IJPM and IJMPB serve as references to the articles that we examined?

When we break down the list of references of the 81 articles examined, and when we count up the references made to PMJ, IJPM and IJMPB, we arrive at the following results. All in all, there are references to 29 articles published in PMJ, and to 68 articles published in IJPM. This being said, the
majority (65%: 63/97) of references to articles published in PMJ or in IJPM are concentrated in four articles that were themselves published in PMJ (see Hayes, 2000, Chiocchio, 2015 – in which we have counted 17 references) or in IJPM (see: Aubry et al., 2014, Pauget and Wald, 2013 – in which we have counted 46 references).

In other words, three (3) facts may be inferred from the results we have just reported. First, the majority (93%: 75/81) of the examined articles on projects and their management in the health sector were published in journals other than the three leading project management journals. Obviously, project management in the health sector is a marginal subject in the general disciplinary field of project management: 1 articles were published on this topic in PMJ (Hayes, 2000) and 5 in IJPM (Liu and Lin, 2016, Aubry et al., 2014, Pauget and Wald 2013, Gray, 2005, Hougham, 1996). No article has been published on “project management in the health sector” in IJMPB.

Second, of these 74 articles, only a small number mobilize published knowledge about project management. Indeed, only 15% (11/74) of these articles make reference to one or the other of the two leading project management journals (PMJ and IJPM). More specifically, these 11 articles make reference to only 11 articles published in PMJ and to 19 articles published in IJPM. No reference is made to an article published in IJMPB. In other words, state-of-the-art knowledge on project management does not constitute the first reservoir from which the majority of researchers will draw in analysing a project and its management in the health sector.

Third, we would be tempted to believe that articles dealing with information technology, construction, or indeed with project management as a management lever in the health sector, are more heavily based upon works published in PMJ, IJPM or IJMPB. This is not, however, the trend that we detect with our results. The 11 articles that refer to articles published in PMJ or in IJPM are spread out fairly evenly over the 5 topics: three articles dealing with clinical care, public health services and social services (namely: Bell and Christina, 2006, Lavoie-Tremblay et al., 2012, Patterson et al., 2017); two articles dealing with information technologies, (namely: Lee and Hirshfield, 2006, Spaulding et al., 2014); two articles dealing with health administration (namely: Buelow et al., 2010, De Vries, 2011); one article dealing with construction (namely: Chandra and Loosemore, 2011) ; and three articles dealing with project management as a management lever in the health sector (namely: Datsenko and Schenk, 2013, Ibrahim et al., 2009, Pinto and Pinto, 1990).

Conclusion

We used ABI/INFORM to identify 81 articles under the subject headings “Health” and “Project Management”. These articles, which were published between 1979 and May 2017 ( inclusively), were then classified under five categories: (i) Project Management (PM) and Clinical Care, Public Health Services and Social Services, (ii) PM and Information Technologies, (iii) PM and Health Administration, (iv) PM as a Management Lever in the Health Sector and (v) PM and Construction. Even though care, health services and social services are the primary mission of health systems, researchers’ attention has principally been drawn by the topic of PM and information technologies.

Quebec is the only member of the OECD to make projects a tactical lever for care, for health services and for social services. It was even suggested that one could rely on the knowledge developed by the discipline of project management to manage all phases of project. But if some parties (such as the Quebec Ministry of Health and Social Services – See MSSS, 2004) promote project management in the health care system, a tally of the reference lists of the 81 articles examined shows however that those works dealing with health projects are very seldom based on state-of-the-art knowledge published in one or the other of the leading project management journals (in particular the Project Management Journal and the International Journal of Project Management). This is perhaps not unrelated to the fact that from 1979 to May 2017, only six articles with the subject headings “Health” and “Project Management” were published in one or the other of the journals belonging to the project management discipline.

Obviously, our results are not exhaustive, and are limited to an analysis of only the content of ABI/INFORM. Nonetheless, the trend suggested by our results merits reflection. We repeat that care, health services and social services are the first challenges at the very heart of the health care system (Mintzberg, 2012). A good number of health professionals who must daily meet these challenges suggest taking the project path to do so. Thus, and in the eventual case in which project management wishes to become a discipline associated with health, PM must promote the initiation of research that defines what is truly at
stake in a project and its management, in relation to the primary mission of health care systems: care, health services and social services.
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